
Introduction
 Draw on ideas from Kant and Hume

 Defining Cruelty and goodness

 Anger at injury – how should transgressors be punished. 

 Shame-responses to vices 

 Humiliation

 Relating these ideas to television

 Learning Outcome 1: Demonstrate an understanding of 
debates and key issues in relation to television;

 Assignment choice – cruel television, or applying ideas about 
cruelty/punishment to television programmes or television 
itself. 

 Suggested essay questions on this topic
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Defining Cruelty
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Spinoza Hobbes

• Cruelty =doing evil to those 

one loves

• Deliberate actions to cause 

pain

• Doing harm to those that

have done oneself some 

good

• The desire to inflict 

suffering/cause suffering

• Indifference as cruelty

• Cruelty as 

behavioural/psychological 

disposition
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Cruelty and Goodness

 Negative rules: thou shalt not (forbids 
actions)

 Positive commands: defend the fatherless 
(demands actions)

 Cruelty

◦ Latin crudus = bloodshed, raw flesh

◦ Modern definitions = disposed to giving 
pain 

 Torture - not just with weapons but with 
words 

 Cruelty involves maiming of person’s 
dignity and humiliation 
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Institutionalised Cruelty

 Subtlest cruelty = institutionalised cruelty

 Episodic cruelty – victim knows they are being 

hurt

 Persistent pattern of humiliation – cruelty is 

obscured

 People may come to see themselves as inferior

 Victimiser may see themselves as superior

 Commitment obscures institutionalised cruelty
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Cruelty and Power 

 Question of power 

 Power of majority/weakness of minority

 Language reinforces power

 Cruelty is a power relationship – subjects of 

cruelty think of themselves as powerless

 Kindness often given as the opposite

◦ Freedom from the cruel relationship with goodness 

is the opposite
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Liberation from cruelty 
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Anger and Cruelty- Hume

 Anger should not manifest itself in cruelty

 Anger/hatred as inherent

 Hume – interested in forms of punishment 

 And whether these are just or not
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Shame -Responses to vices 

 Shame – may extend to faults that might 
lead to others to despise or exclude us

 Hume suggest that our responses to 
different vices should be shame rather 
than anger 

 Morality is then linked with public scorn a

 Hume – public baring of individual’s 
failures

 (See film of contemporary public 
humiliation) (2.12 mins)

 Ostracism but very restricted
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http://youtu.be/qrAZVnpKFfM
https://youtu.be/qrAZVnpKFfM


Humiliation 

 Humiliation involves dehumanisation 

 Humiliation = being put into lowly, debased, 
powerless position

 Humiliation is done to us

 Shame = reflection upon the self by the self

 We do shame ourselves. 

 Humiliation dynamic or triangle with 
◦ Victim, victimiser and witness who observes the 

humiliation 

◦ E.g. witness by watching cruel television X-Factor 
auditions (4.19 mins)
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http://youtu.be/Yy3tdPczKw0


Punishment
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Kant Hume

Public humiliation Final judgement 

Punishment is deserved Who has the right to 

punish

Left to magistrate or 

God

Finding morally 

acceptable punishment 

is difficult
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Television 

 Relating these ideas to television

 Humiliation shows

◦ Contestants are publicly humiliated

◦ For entertainment rather than character flaws

 E.g. I’m a Celebrity Get me Outta Here  
(15 mins) 

 Cruel reality television shows from the 
world (3.01 mins) 

 Q: Is it morally right to use people’s pain 
and humiliation as entertainment? 
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https://youtu.be/ARt6Ns2tAMw
http://youtu.be/Gb2OOVQQrNw


Humiliation and Politics

 Natalie Bennett’s Brain Faze

 Politicians and humiliation (10.30 mins)

 Kim Jong Un Versus Trump (3.24 mins)

 Charlie Brooker teaching Jon Snow to play 
video games (see 10.46-12.07)

 When people feel unsettled, uncertain, 
powerless there is comfort in seeing other 
people suffer

 Taking pleasure in the pain of others without the 
consequences. 
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https://youtu.be/GoxiwXKZBpk
https://youtu.be/zUZYRp_cZpc
https://youtu.be/-FLVjfFKy58


Punishment (Kant) and Television shows 

 E.g. Judge Judy (1.41 mins)

 Judge Rinder (7.29 mins)

 Is humiliation part of the punishment? 
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https://youtu.be/R84Xw5CciGU
https://youtu.be/nJxLEDKeR4k


Summary 

 Draw on Hume and Kant to analyse morality, 
particularly humiliation and notions of shame 

 Relating these ideas to television programmes 

or television generally.

 Focus is on cruel television/humiliation and 
schadenfreude.

 For assignment – you could focus on any of 
these ideas. 

 I will again give examples of essay questions 
relating to this topic in the seminar. 
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